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QUESTION 1

You must implement 7 APs for a branch office location in your organizations. All APs will be autonomous and provide
the same two SSIDs (CORP1879 and Guest). 

Because each AP is managed directly through a web-based interface, what must be changed on every AP before
enabling the WLANs to ensure proper staging procedures are followed? 

A. Output power 

B. Fragmentation threshold 

C. Administrative password 

D. Cell radius 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

ABC Company is implementing a secure 802.11 WLAN at their headquarters (HQ) building in New York and at each of
the 10 small, remote branch offices around the United States. 802.1X/EAP is ABC\\'s preferred security solution, where
possible. All access points (at the HQ building and all branch offices) connect to a single WLAN controller located at
HQ. Each branch office has only a single AP and minimal IT resources. What security best practices should be followed
in this deployment scenario? 

A. Remote management of the WLAN controller via Telnet, SSH, HTTP, and HTTPS should be prohibited across the
WAN link. 

B. RADIUS services should be provided at branch offices so that authentication server and suppliant credentials are not
sent over the Internet. 

C. An encrypted VPN should connect the WLAN controller and each remote controller-based AP, or each remote site
should provide an encrypted VPN tunnel to HQ. 

D. APs at HQ and at each branch office should not broadcast the same SSID; instead each branch should have a
unique ID for user accounting purposes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A WLAN protocol analyzer trace reveals the following sequence of frames (excluding the ACK frames): 

1.

 802.11 Probe Req and 802.11 Probe Rsp 

2.

 802.11 Auth and then another 802.11 Auth 
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3.

 802.11 Assoc Req and 802.11 Assoc Rsp 

4.

 EAPOL-KEY 

5.

 EAPOL-KEY 

6.

 EAPOL-KEY 

7.

 EAPOL-KEY 

What security mechanism is being used on the WLAN? 

A. WPA2-Personal 

B. 802.1X/LEAP 

C. EAP-TLS 

D. WPA-Enterprise 

E. WEP-128 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

XYZ Company has recently installed a controller-based WLAN and is using a RADIUS server to query authentication
requests to an LDAP server. XYZ maintains user-based access policies and would like to use the RADIUS server to
facilitate network authorization. What RADIUS feature could be used by XYZ to assign the proper network permissions
to users during authentications? 

A. RADIUS can reassign a client\\'s 802.11 association to a new SSID by referencing a username-to-SSID mapping
table in the LDAP user database. 

B. The RADIUS server can support vendor-specific attributes in the ACCESS-ACCEPT response, which can be used for
user policy assignment. 

C. The RADIUS server can communicate with the DHCP server to issue the appropriate IP address and VLAN
assignment to users. 

D. RADIUS can send a DO-NOT-AUTHORIZE demand to the authenticator to prevent the STA from gaining access to
specific files, but may only employ this in relation to Linux servers. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

Joe\\'s new laptop is experiencing difficulty connecting to ABC Company\\'s 802.11 WLAN using 802.1X/EAP PEAPv0.
The company\\'s wireless network administrator assured Joe that his laptop was authorized in the WIPS management
console for connectivity to ABC\\'s network before it was given to him. The WIPS termination policy includes alarms for
rogue stations, rogue APs, DoS attacks and unauthorized roaming. What is a likely reason that Joe cannot connect to
the network? 

A. An ASLEAP attack has been detected on APs to which Joe\\'s laptop was trying to associate. The WIPS responded
by disabling the APs. 

B. Joe configured his 802.11 radio card to transmit at 100 mW to increase his SNR. The WIPS is detecting this much
output power as a DoS attack. 

C. Joe\\'s integrated 802.11 radio is sending multiple Probe Request frames on each channel. 

D. Joe disabled his laptop\\'s integrated 802.11 radio and is using a personal PC card radio with a different chipset,
drivers, and client utilities. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

When monitoring APs within a LAN using a Wireless Network Management System (WNMS), what secure protocol may
be used by the WNMS to issue configuration changes to APs? 

A. PPTP 

B. 802.1X/EAP 

C. TFTP 

D. SNMPv3 

E. IPSec/ESP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Fred works primarily from home and public wireless hotspots rather than commuting to office. He frequently accesses
the office network remotely from his Mac laptop using the local 802.11 WLAN. In this remote scenario, what single
wireless security practice will provide the greatest security for Fred? 

A. Use enterprise WIPS on the corporate office network. 

B. Use 802.1X/PEAPv0 to connect to the corporate office network from public hotspots. 

C. Use secure protocols, such as FTP, for remote file transfers. 

D. Use an IPSec VPN for connectivity to the office network. 
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E. Use only HTTPS when agreeing to acceptable use terms on public networks. 

F. Use WIPS sensor software on the laptop to monitor for risks and attacks. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The Aircrack-ng WLAN software tool can capture and transmit modified 802.11 frames over the wireless network. It
comes pre-installed on Kali Linux and some other Linux distributions. Which one of the following would not be a suitable
penetration testing action taken with this tool? 

A. Auditing the configuration and functionality of a WIPS by simulating common attack sequences. 

B. Transmitting a deauthentication frame to disconnect a user from the AP. 

C. Cracking the authentication or encryption processes implemented poorly in some WLANs. 

D. Probing the RADIUS server and authenticator to expose the RADIUS shared secret. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

You perform a protocol capture using Wireshark and a compatible 802.11 adapter in Linux. When viewing the capture,
you see an auth req frame and an auth rsp frame. Then you see an assoc req frame and an assoc rsp frame. Shortly
after, you see DHCP communications and then ISAKMP protocol packets. What security solution is represented? 

A. 802.1X/EAP-TTLS 

B. WPA2-Personal with AES-CCMP 

C. 802.1X/PEAPv0/MS-CHAPv2 

D. EAP-MD5 

E. Open 802.11 authentication with IPSec 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 10

In an IEEE 802.11-compliant WLAN, when is the 802.1X Controlled Port placed into the unblocked state? 

A. After EAP authentication is successful 

B. After Open System authentication 

C. After the 4-Way Handshake 

D. After any Group Handshake 
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Correct Answer: A 
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